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White House Request for Information 
 

On October 8, 2021, the U.S. White House Office of Science and Technology Policy released a 

"Request for Information" on biometric technology, calling on practitioners, experts, and 

members of the general public to submit comments regarding potential benefits, harms, and best 

practices relating to face recognition technology (FRT): 

The Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) requests input from interested 

parties on past deployments, proposals, pilots, or trials, and current use of biometric 

technologies for the purposes of identity verification, identification of individuals, and 

inference of attributes including individual mental and emotional states. The purpose of 

this RFI is to understand the extent and variety of biometric technologies in past, current, 

or planned use; the domains in which these technologies are being used; the entities 

making use of them; current principles, practices, or policies governing their use; and the 

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/10/08/2021-21975/notice-of-request-for-information-rfi-on-public-and-private-sector-uses-of-biometric-technologies
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stakeholders that are, or may be, impacted by their use or regulation. OSTP encourages 

input on both public and private sector use cases. 

Subsequent reporting highlights significance of the research area by framing the White House 

RFI as part of an effort by White House science advisor Eric Lander and OSTP deputy director 

Alondra Nelson to explore a "Bill of Rights" for AI.1 

Executive Summary of Response 

Research from an interdiciplinary undergraduate student collaborative at the University of 

Pittsburgh responds to the White House Request for Information (RFI) on biometrics through 

critical assessment of strengths, weaknesses, and best practices for use of facial recognition 

technology (FRT) in six domains: education, airport security, retail sales, law enforcement, 

medicine, and cellphone security. Critical approach to the assessment entailed collaborative 

research in an upper-level communication course, with six student teams using Zoom and 

Google Jamboard to collate, sift and share evidence regarding FRT in specific domains. 

Comparison across domains yields actionable insight linked to the RFI area prompts, especially 

"harms," "benefits," and "best practices" relating to FRT. Assessment scope is limited to FRT 

and the exercise does not address biometric technology such as gait detection or inference-to-

emotion. The assessment highlights how conceptual terms such as presumption, burden of proof, 

pitfall and evidence inform choices articulated in the White House RFI, as well as the importance 

of transparency and addressing challenges posed by "off-purpose use" of FRT. One key finding 

                                                       
1 Eric Lander and Alondra Nelson, "Americans need a Bill of Rights for an AI-powered world," Wired, 

October 8, 2021, https://www.wired.com/story/opinion-bill-of-rights-artificial-intelligence/; see also Jim Nash, "Is it 

time for a Bill of Rights to keep AI in its place?," Biometric Update, October 11, 2021, 

https://www.biometricupdate.com/202110/is-it-time-for-a-bill-of-rights-to-keep-ai-in-its-place; and Aaron Boyd, 

"White House wants to know how biometrics like facial recognition are being used," Nextgov, October 12, 2021, 

https://www.nextgov.com/emerging-tech/2021/10/white-house-wants-know-how-biometrics-facial-recognition-are-

being-used/186033/ 

https://www.wired.com/story/opinion-bill-of-rights-artificial-intelligence/
https://www.biometricupdate.com/202110/is-it-time-for-a-bill-of-rights-to-keep-ai-in-its-place
https://www.nextgov.com/emerging-tech/2021/10/white-house-wants-know-how-biometrics-facial-recognition-are-being-used/186033/
https://www.nextgov.com/emerging-tech/2021/10/white-house-wants-know-how-biometrics-facial-recognition-are-being-used/186033/
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is that establishing a presumption that FRT should not be used may reverse the prevailing burden 

of proof and require federal agencies to publicly articulate narrowly tailored uses for FRT, 

explain compelling interests justifying such use, and create guardrails to prevent harmful off-

purpose use. 

Background and Introduction to Domains of Analysis 

This comment presents condensed content from the  created 

collaboratively during the research exercise, which took place during undergraduate class 

sessions in the Fall 2021 academic term, including approximately 33 students.2 Following 

summaries of student findings in areas of education, airport security, retail sales, law 

enforcement, medicine, and cellphone security, the comment links student discussion with key 

topics of concern in the White House RFI. 

 

Education 

FRT may be helpful to students who have certain impairments, for example Listerine has 

supported a smartphone app for blind users that sends a message when a person in the camera's 

field of vision smiles.3 Ellucian offers a suite of FRT tools designed to help gauge students' 

                                                       
2 Offered through the University of Pittsburgh's Department of Communication the upper-level 

undergraduate course on "Evidence" explores types of evidence, methods for testing and evaluating evidentiary 

claims, and controversies about the evolving role of evidence in professional and public life. Students in a 2017 

section of Evidence partnered with the "First Draft" fact-checking coalition to vet and polish its "CrossCheck" 

website, which was widely acknowledged as playing a key role in safeguarding the 2017 presidential election in 

France against Russian efforts to influence the election with targeted information disorder (see 

https://crosscheck.firstdraftnews.org/france-en/). 

3 Sarah Vizard, "Listerine helps blind people experience a smile," Marketing Week, September 1, 2015, 

https://www.marketingweek.com/listerine-shakes-up-oral-care-sector-with-app-that-lets-blind-people-experience-a-

smile/ 

https://crosscheck.firstdraftnews.org/france-en/
https://www.marketingweek.com/listerine-shakes-up-oral-care-sector-with-app-that-lets-blind-people-experience-a-smile/
https://www.marketingweek.com/listerine-shakes-up-oral-care-sector-with-app-that-lets-blind-people-experience-a-smile/
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reactions to learning and support their engagement with the material.4 One potential danger is 

that ubiquitous FRT could threaten privacy by normalizing surveillance of students and 

entrenching stereotype bias against certain demographics of students.5 FRT information gathered 

in educational settings could possibly be passed to different agencies outside the classroom 

(child welfare, immigration, law enforcement), where such "off-purpose" use of facial images 

may pose risks to subjects.6 Best practices may include work to improve diversity used in probe 

photo banks, limit the length of data retention, make people aware of how long their data is 

stored before deletion, be transparent to stakeholders about FRT use, and assert control over 

maintenance and management for FRT systems, i.e. don't let them "do their own thing."7 

 

Airport Security 

Potential benefits include ease of travel (boarding planes more quickly and easily) and a lower 

risk of COVID-19 (not having to take off masks to verify identity at the airport).8 Although FRT 

accuracy has increased overall in airports, accurate identification of masked travelers for median 

systems is only 77%.9 Potential harms include an invasion of privacy and an overreach of 

                                                       
4 Ellucian, "Facial recognition can give students better service (and security)," Ellucian website, accessed 

October 14, 2021, https://www.ellucian.com/blog/facial-recognition-campus-benefits-security-risks 

5 John S. Cusick and Clarence Okoh, "Why schools need to abandon facial recognition, not double down on 

it," Fast Company, July 23, 2021, https://www.fastcompany.com/90657769/schools-facial-recognition 

6 Cusick and Okoh, "Why schools need to abandon." 

7 SAFR, "Privacy by design: Best practices for using facial recognition to support safer K-12 campuses," 

SAFR website, accessed October 14, 2021, https://safr.com/general/privacy-by-design-best-practices-for-using-

facial-recognition-to-support-safer-k-12-campuses/ 

8 Jeffrey N. Rosenthal, David J. Oberly, & Andrew H. Schrag, "Biometric privacy in the era of COVID-19: 

facial recognition compliance for airports and airlines," Aviation Today, February 8, 2021, 

https://www.aviationtoday.com/2021/02/08/biometric-privacy-era-covid-19-facial-recognition-compliance-airports-

airlines/ 

9 U.S. Department of Homeland Security, "Airport screening while wearing masks? Facial recognition tech 

shows up to 96% accuracy in recent test," News Release, January 4, 2021, https://www.dhs.gov/science-and-

technology/news/2021/01/04/news-release-airport-screening-while-wearing-masks-test 

https://www.ellucian.com/blog/facial-recognition-campus-benefits-security-risks
https://www.fastcompany.com/90657769/schools-facial-recognition
https://safr.com/general/privacy-by-design-best-practices-for-using-facial-recognition-to-support-safer-k-12-campuses/
https://safr.com/general/privacy-by-design-best-practices-for-using-facial-recognition-to-support-safer-k-12-campuses/
https://www.aviationtoday.com/2021/02/08/biometric-privacy-era-covid-19-facial-recognition-compliance-airports-airlines/
https://www.aviationtoday.com/2021/02/08/biometric-privacy-era-covid-19-facial-recognition-compliance-airports-airlines/
https://www.dhs.gov/science-and-technology/news/2021/01/04/news-release-airport-screening-while-wearing-masks-test
https://www.dhs.gov/science-and-technology/news/2021/01/04/news-release-airport-screening-while-wearing-masks-test
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government power/control. Benefit/harm calculations may be influenced by a "convenience 

trap," with privacy-invading technology being normalized with the idea of it being easier than 

passports.10 During a pandemic it is safer to keep masks on, but this increases risk of inaccurate 

identification, especially in high trafficked areas. One important idea emerging from the 

literature is stress on the safeguard of being able to opt out of facial recognition. 

 

Retail 

Use of FRT in the retail sales context may confer potential benefits by helping stores customize 

the shopping experience, allowing employees to provide better customer service. FRT also can 

reduce shoplifting — the mere presence of surveillance may deter some customers from theft. 

According to the National Institute of Standards and Technology, facial recognition software was 

worse at identifying women and non-white people, potentially leading to harmful 

misidentification of people in retail settings.11 Inequitable application of FRT may exacerbate 

these biases, for example Rite Aid uses facial recognition more in predominantly non-white 

neighborhoods and low-income neighborhoods.12 Biometric information is protected as personal 

data in states with strong privacy laws. Best practice transparency may be achieved with 

conspicuous signs or statements of company policy on websites or in stores, this way people are 

always informed they are being recorded. 

                                                       
10 Geoffrey A. Fowler, "Don’t smile for surveillance: Why airport face scans are a privacy trap," 

Washington Post, June 10, 2019, https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/06/10/your-face-is-now-your-

boarding-pass-thats-problem/ 

11 Drew Harwell, "Federal study confirms racial bias of many facial-recognition systems, casts doubt on 

their expanding use," Washington Post, December 19, 2019, 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/12/19/federal-study-confirms-racial-bias-many-facial-

recognition-systems-casts-doubt-their-expanding-use/ 

12 Dave Gershgorn, "Retail stores are packed with unchecked facial recognition, civil rights organizations 

say," The Verge, July 14, 2021, https://www.theverge.com/2021/7/14/22576236/retail-stores-facial-recognition-

civil-rights-organizations-ban 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/06/10/your-face-is-now-your-boarding-pass-thats-problem/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/06/10/your-face-is-now-your-boarding-pass-thats-problem/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/12/19/federal-study-confirms-racial-bias-many-facial-recognition-systems-casts-doubt-their-expanding-use/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/12/19/federal-study-confirms-racial-bias-many-facial-recognition-systems-casts-doubt-their-expanding-use/
https://www.theverge.com/2021/7/14/22576236/retail-stores-facial-recognition-civil-rights-organizations-ban
https://www.theverge.com/2021/7/14/22576236/retail-stores-facial-recognition-civil-rights-organizations-ban
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Law Enforcement 

Exhibited or potential benefits in this area include help in finding criminals.13 Exhibited or 

potential harms in this area include the fact that the software itself is racist, as its programmed 

using white faces — Asian and African American people are up to 100 times more likely to be 

misidentified than White men, heightening privacy concerns and risks of faulty accusations.14 

Best practices and safeguards may include feed more faces into the systems, so more races are 

easily identifiable, and asking for consent and written release when using facial recognition 

systems.15 

 

Medicine 

FRT applications in medicine may yield potential benefits by expediting diagnosis for many 

(often rare) diseases or conditions, potentially lowering cost of care due to fewer hours / doctor 

visits needed for diagnosis.16 One facial recognition app keeps all medical records and files in 

one place that can be accessible for patients. This app has "two different patient-provided 

verifications" to increase patient confidentiality and safety.17 There may be potential harms of 

                                                       
13 Craig McCarthy, "Facial recognition leads cops to alleged rapist in under 24 hours," New York Post, 

August 5, 2019, https://nypost.com/2019/08/05/facial-recognition-leads-cops-to-alleged-rapist-in-under-24-hours/ 

14 Adi Robertson, "Detroit man sues police for wrongfully arresting him based on facial recognition," The 

Verge, April 13, 2021, https://www.theverge.com/2021/4/13/22382398/robert-williams-detroit-police-department-

aclu-lawsuit-facial-recognition-wrongful-arrest 

15 Martin Zizi, "How facial recognition needs to improve to be effective," Forbes, October 4, 2019, 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2019/10/04/how-facial-recognition-needs-to-improve-to-be-

effective/?sh=541021302cdf 

16 Catherine Offord, "Deep-learning algorithms could help doctors narrow in on the causes of certain 

medical conditions, say researchers," The Scientist, January 8, 2019, https://www.the-scientist.com/news-opinion/ai-

app-identifies-rare-genetic-disorders-from-photos-of-patient-faces-65295 

17 Byoungjun Jeon, et al., "A facial recognition mobile app for patient safety and biometric identification: 

design, development, and validation," JMIR Mhealth Unhealth, 7 (April 2019), 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6475824/ 

https://nypost.com/2019/08/05/facial-recognition-leads-cops-to-alleged-rapist-in-under-24-hours/
https://www.theverge.com/2021/4/13/22382398/robert-williams-detroit-police-department-aclu-lawsuit-facial-recognition-wrongful-arrest
https://www.theverge.com/2021/4/13/22382398/robert-williams-detroit-police-department-aclu-lawsuit-facial-recognition-wrongful-arrest
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2019/10/04/how-facial-recognition-needs-to-improve-to-be-effective/?sh=541021302cdf
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2019/10/04/how-facial-recognition-needs-to-improve-to-be-effective/?sh=541021302cdf
https://www.the-scientist.com/news-opinion/ai-app-identifies-rare-genetic-disorders-from-photos-of-patient-faces-65295
https://www.the-scientist.com/news-opinion/ai-app-identifies-rare-genetic-disorders-from-photos-of-patient-faces-65295
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6475824/
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over-reliance on FRT in medical settings when identification is not completely accurate. Health 

care providers might get a faulty diagnosis at first and keep going to prescribe incorrect 

treatments. Patients may give consent for their photos to be used, but they don't know the extent 

to which they're being used for. Apps may tend to work better for white patients, given the way 

FRT is trained on predominantly white faces, introducing potential racial inequality into the 

health care system. Finally, FRT in health care settings can increase rates of disease transmission 

and may be almost entirely inaccurate when the patient is unconscious.18 Potential best practices 

include possible updates needed to HIPAA laws to include stored images of faces, requirements 

to disclose to patients all possible uses of the technology/their photos, and improving recognition 

of all faces, not just white ones. 

 

Cellphone Security 

FRT technology can be integrated into cellphones, providing a benefit of convenient, relatively 

accurate, security of personal and financial information. Potential harms include privacy 

concerns (where is the data being stored? is it shared with/sold to third parties?) and the fact that 

FRT could be vulnerable to hacking and exploitation, especially less sophisticated (2D) 

technology. Best practices for software companies may include keeping their algorithms 

updated to prevent hackers from learning how to override the algorithm and government 

regulation of selling data to third parties without explicit consent of users. 

                                                       
18 Jeon, et al., "Facial recognition mobile app." 
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Conclusions 

One common thread of analysis emerging across domains concerns spillover of FRT to off-

purpose use. The student group focusing on education found FRT information gathered in 

educational settings could possibly be passed to different agencies outside the classroom (child 

welfare, immigration, law enforcement) where such 'off-purpose' use of facial images may pose 

risks to subjects. Likewise in medical contexts, patients may give consent for their photos to be 

used in therapeutic FRT, but they don't know the extent to which their images might migrate to 

other platforms and projects. Furthermore, with cellphone security, face images stored by 

cellphone companies for biometric security purposes may migrate and be monetized, presenting 

potential privacy harms to unsuspecting users. 

Another prominent theme of analysis concerns importance of providing people with ways 

to opt-out of default FRT biometric systems. Yet opt-out routes only work if people are aware 

that FRT is being deployed to catch their image. Thus, the student group focusing on education 

cites SAFR's call to "be transparent to stakeholders about FRT use."19 And the student group 

addressing retail cites calls for stores to make prominent displays signaling to shoppers that their 

faces may be under surveillance. Although measures to require FRT developers to disclose the 

source code underlying their applications may meet stiff resistance on grounds that such 

measures would require disclosure of trade secrets, transparency regarding FRT training 

processes (such as audits of images in the training pool and how they are used) may be easier to 

achieve, with potential to address the significant “garbage in, garbage out” problem facing 

FRT.20 

                                                       
19 SAFR, "Privacy by design." 

20 Clare Garvie, "Garbage in, garbage out: Face recognition on flawed data," Georgetown Law Center on 

Privacy & Technology Brief, May 16, 2019, https://www.flawedfacedata.com 

https://www.flawedfacedata.com/
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Student research in the airport security area amplified the powerful locution, 

"convenience trap" to describe uncritical appropriation of FRT in airports.21 The trap here entails 

how easy it is to accept apparently minor privacy tradeoffs in the name of marginal convenience 

gains. One or two isolated decisions may seem inconsequential, yet multiplication of such 

decisions at scale can result in a pitfall where users feel trapped by an intrusive surveillance 

regime that was never vetted in its entirety. In evidence-based policy analysis, Giandomenico 

Majone develops the term 'pitfall' to describe "a conceptual error into which, because of its 

specious plausibility, people frequently and easily fall."22 Possible remedies to the convenience 

trap pitfall may include providing users with clear convenience alternatives to FRT that informs 

their privacy decision-making. 

Finally, two concepts from the field of communication may lend perspective on common 

threads emerging from this analysis. In argumentation theory, 'presumption' is defined by 

Richard Whately in Elements of Rhetoric as: "a predisposition to believe that a claim is correct 

until overwhelming evidence proves otherwise."23 Closely related to presumption is the concept 

'burden of proof,' which Whately says is "the obligation to offer reasons sufficient to overcome 

presumption."24 A presumption that FRT is acceptable unless proven otherwise may make it 

difficult to track and control rapid development and diffusion of the technology, especially 

across domains and purposes. Conversely, a 'rebuttable presumption' against FRT use could spur 

clear guidelines that technology advocates would need to meet a burden of proof to overcome 

                                                       
21 Fowler, "Don't smile." 

22 Giandomenico Majone, Evidence, Argument and Persuasion in the Policy Process (New Haven: Yale 

University Press, 1992): 52. 

23 Richard Whately, "From Elements of Rhetoric, The Rhetorical Tradition," in The Rhetorical Tradition: 

Readings from Classical Times to the Present, ed. Patricia Bizzell and Bruce Herzberg (Boston: Bedford, 1990): 

846-847. 

24 Whately, Elements of Rhetoric, 846-847. 
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such presumption. Such burden of proof standards may incorporate several of the best practices 

identified in this report, such as transparency, narrowly tailored uses for FRT, and defense of 

compelling interests justifying such use, as well as creation of durable guardrails to prevent drift 

to harmful off-purpose use and articulation of less invasive alternatives to achieve marginal 

convenience gains afforded by FRT. 
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